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An · acceptable 1/flatilation rate for residentiel an·uc
t~e• must satisfy the competing demanda of miniaizi1!J 
eneray lo$dS while 4$SUring adequate indoor ai~ quality. 
EY• n if an optimal ventilation rate were est ab liahed, 
th•re c:urre~tly exhts, no well-defined p"oeedu·re that 
allows "a designer or builder to predetermine a target 
ventilation rate for a house, nor to verify that a house 
llH!~.~~~ . a particy,lar ventila.tion standard. This paper 
describ4ia t ·h• . application of a model that relates infil
tr•tioa. to a quantity . cal led . the , effec.t ,iv• le-akqe area. 
Th'is quatttit.y scales th'e: infiHrat ion to local w.·ath•r 
condition.a and major design features of the house. We 
have used this model to calculate the ratio of infiltra• 
tioll to leakqe area averaged over the heating aeaaon, 
for a large number of sit~a in the United States• We 
l>•l ieve this model provides, amoog othea tbinas • an 
effective tool for builders and de$igners who need a 
ra~~onal b4ais for a.saeuing compliance with construc
tion quality standards. 

RESUME 

Uci , tau.x de ventilation acceptable p9ur des stt'uc:t~es 
re.tid4tntie11Js doit rtpondre aussi bien au critere cle 
miqimiaation des charges energetiques ainsi qu' au cri
tere rival concernant une qualite adequate de l'air 
interieur. Mem.e dans l 'hypotheae ou uo taux optimal de 
ve~tiletion serait defirti, il n'existe pas actuellement 
d~ prq~edure bieri definie qui petmette aux constuc.teurs 
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de predeterminer un objectif relatif au tawc de ventila
tion pour une maison donnee, ainsi que de verifier que 
la maison repond a telle ou telle nonue de ventilation. 
Ce papier decrit 1 'application d' un mode le qui re lie 
l'infiltration a une qu~ntite appelee surface de fuite 
effective. Cette quantite represente l' infiltration en 
tenant en compte des conditions c.limatiqu.:!S et des prin
cipales caracteristiques· propres a la mai~on consideree. 
Nous avons utilise ce modele. pour calculer le r .apport 
d 'infiltration sur la surfac·e de . fuite moyennee pour la 
duree de la periode- de chauf.fi!.ge, pour un nombre eleve 
de vil les des Etats-Unis,., t{ous,. pensons que ce modele 
constitue,. entre autres, un ou~jl effectif pour les 
bureaux d·' etudes et-: le.s const.ructeur,s en vue de leur 
fourni:c une base rationnelle pour une. estimatit;>n con
forme aux normes de qual'i:te de con3.truc~ .. ion. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Construction quality i.a becom.ing an inct,easingly import:~nt concept in 
the buHding ind·ust:ry· in North Americ·a. As materials, time and ener$Y 
become· more scar.ce, steps are being taken to use each more efficiently. 
This paper focuses on energy efficiency improvements associated with con
struct io~ quality and reducing air leakage in buildings. In particular we 
concentrate on small buildings whose energy use is dominated by the thermal 
pe·rfot'ttlance of its external env~lope. 

As we move toward a more .energy-effic;:\ent economy throughout North 
America, construction practices and constrqctiol\ quality are being incre~s~. 

ingly scrutinized. In the building sector, particularly in residential 
buildings, the potential for energy savirigs i~ gr~at, and can be largely 
realized through the relatively simple practice of reducing the amount of 
air leakage or infiltration in the structures. Reducing air lea~agf! car
ries with it several benefits: irl addition to reducing . energy use, . it 
increases thermd comfort, improves control of moisture migration that 
result~ from the convective flow of vapor throug~ openings in the building 
shell, and it reduces noise transmission from the exterior into the occu
pied portions of the building. On the other hand, there are potential 
problems attendant to increasing building tightness that must b~ addressed. 
Reducing air leakage reduces infiltration the most common source of venti
lation air that normally serves to dilute undesirable airborne contaminants 
found within the living/working .space; that is, while infiltration itself 
cannot caus• an indoor air quality problem, decreasing the t .ot~l ventila
tion rate can aggrievate an existing one. 

'to assut"e that changes .in buildirig practice or construction quality in 
the intere.sts of energy-efficiency are not obtained a~ the expense of human 
health and ·safi!t,y, it is impo.rtan.t that ventilation standards be ba~.e~ on 
reli-able data verifying that reduced ·infiltration deos ~ot seriQusly 
compromise indoor air .quality. At present, the only recognized ventilation 
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standard available in North America is ASHRAE Standard 62-81[1]. This 
prescribes ventilation values in single-family residences of 5 l/s per room 
[10 cfm per room] independent of room siz~. In addition, 50 l/s [100 cfm] 
spot ventilation is required for kitchens for intermittent use (as 
required) while 25 l/s [50 cfm] ventilation capacity is required for bath 
and toilet rooms. 

For a standard reference house having a floor area of 140 m2 [1500 ft 21 
and seven rooms, Standard 62-81 prescribes a nominal ventilation rate of 
125 m3/hr · [70 cfmJ without the use of task ventilation f ans. If the house 
has a standard 2.5 m [8 ft] ceiling, this translates into an air change 
rate of 0.37 air changes per hour (ach). _Occupancy effe~ts may add 0.10 to 
0.15 ach, yielding a total ventilatian · rate of 0.47 to 0.52 ach for this 
particular house. 

We have now compiled sufficient field data demonstrating that infiltra
tion can be reduced witho.ut adversely affecting indoor air quai ity, very 
high ventilation rates do not always assure adequate_ indoor air quality in 
buildings where indoor pollution sources are unusually high. The range of 
infiltration rates in U.S. housing span an order of magnitude (i.e. from a 
minimum of 0.1 to 0.2 to a maximum_of 1.0 to 2.0 ach); on the other hand 
the range of relative pollutant source strengths may span three orders of 
magn:it.ude[2]. In some areas infiltration rates have been high while indoor 
air quality has been poor [3] and in some areas infiltration rates have 
been quite low without any indication of indoor air quality problems [4]. 
In other words, the issue of pollutant source strength may well dominate 
any assessment of indoor air quality. In any case, measurements are essen• 
tial if doubts about air quality exists. 

Despite this, the authors feel that the source strength problem should 
not delay the introduction of a construction quality standard for air leak.;; 
age . in buildings. Recent research in infil tr at ion and air leakage has pro
duced a simplified test pr·ocedure for the meas.urement of air leakag~ 

characteristics of a structure, and its relation to the average infiltra
tion, It is critical that a compliance test for a construction quality 
standard be simple; it is equally essential that its results can be inter
preted in terms of riaturally occuring air infiltration. The importance of 
this inte-rpretation is illustrated below by several procedures that 
designers and builders can use tci interpret air leakage measurements. _ The 
degree of cooperation and understanding can be achieved if all parties are 
satisfied that the standard is consistent with existing good .building prac
tice, that it adequately addresses issues of human safety and comfort, and 
that · it contains adequate procedures for verification and interpretation. 

2 CONSTRUCTION QUALITY AND EXISTING BUILDING PRACTICE 

We have collected measurements of average infiltration rates for the 
heating season in more than 300 houses in the United States and Canada in 
an effort to assess average infil tr at ion rates. The median value of the 
infiltration rate averaged over the entire heating season was 0.52 ach; 
fifty percent of the houses in t·he sample had average values between 0 .41 
arid 0. 72 ach. Thes·e values· are calculations based· upon fan pressurization 
nieasureme'nts of t ·he air le'akage of the houses. In this technique, no· 
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allowance is made for the impact an occupant has on the total ventilation 
rate of the house. We estimate this to be approximately 0.10 t.o 0.15 ach. 
There£ore, the median value of the total ventilation rate of these houses 
will have a median value of approximately 0.67 ach. 

In small, envelope-dominated· buildings the major ventilation source is 
infiltration. If these buildings are" · tightened _to meet a construct ion 
quality standard, either additional mechanical ventilation must be provided 
or else measurements must be made to show that the infiltration remaining 
is adequate to supply the necessary ventilation . 

3 VERIFICATION TECHNIQUES 

The fan pressurization technique, recently incorporated into ASTM Stan
dard E 779-81[5}, provides a measurement of air tightness that can be used, 
along with climate and siting data, to predict the infiltration. 

The fan pressurization technique _ is fairly common and 'requires but a 
brief description. A fan mounted on an adjustable wooden plate is sealed 
into a doorway of the house to be te.sted. The fan speed, which can be 
adjust.ed using a DC motor and controller, is varied to produce a pressure 
drop, ~, across the building envelope. The flow through the fan is meas
ured and the process repeated far fixed pressure increments to produce a 
curve relating the pressure drop across the envelope to the flow required 
to produce it. With fan direction reversed, a corresponding curve of 
depressurization versus flow can be obtained in the same manner. 

While pressurization measurements are common, the manner in which the 
data is reported differs widely. One procedure used for reporting_ total 
leakage of a building stem from the observation that the leakage charac
teristic of a building can usually be repcesented by a power law: 

( l) 

where: Q is the volume flow rate of the fan [m3/s], 
C is a constant, 

& is the absolut.e value of the press.ure drop across the building 

envelope . [Pa] '• and 
n is an exponent in the range 0.5 < n < 1.0. 

The constant 'C may also be interpreted as the flow at 1 Pa pressure, •a 
practice followed in the Netherlands and. in Japan. 

Another .technique seeks to determine the effective leakage area of the 
structure from fan pressurization. It is this technique that is the basis 
of a model we have developed for predicting natural infiltration from air 
leakage and .weather data [6]. In this approach the flow characteristics of 
th~ building a:c.e measured and the results are expressed using Eq (1), 

above. The flow at 4 pascals, Q(4), is then computed. A particular flow 
model is now invoked to compute the effective leakage area of the struc
ture. An assumption is made that in the low pressure regime of 
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approximately 4 pascals (a pressurL typical of the pressures that drive 
natural infiltration) the pressure-flow relationship has the form of invis
cid flow through large openings, i.e. 

for 1:t2 :: 4 Pa 

where: L is the effective leakage area Cm21, and 
p is the density of air [kg/m3]. 

(2) 

t:;J is the absolute value of the pressui:.e dr.ap across the building 

envelope [Pa] , and 
n is an exponent in the range 0.5 < n < 1.0. 

This model, which has been extensively validated at the Lawrence Berkeley 
Laboratory[7), is the key element that allows the inclusion of fan pressur
ization measurements in an energy audit to predict infiltration values. 
Briefly, the model combines the effective leakage area, L, with parameters 
associated with the house and the local weather conditions to predict the 
infiltration, Q. 

(3) 

where: Q is the total infiltration {m3/s], 

Qstack is the stack induced infil tr at ion, 

Qwind is the wind induced infiltration and 

Qmech is the infiltration induced by mechanical systems. 

Both weather induced infiltration terms (i.e. wind and stack) are linearly 

proportional to the measured leakage area. For a detailed explanation of 

the model see the references 6 and 7. 

4 APPLICATION OF INFILTRATION MODEL THE REl~EREHCE HOUSE 

We have developed a procedure, based on this infiltration model, that 
is .simple enough to be used by persons with relatively little technical 
training. Here we will show its application to a reference house in refer
ence surroundings. Our ' reference house is a single-story building (height 
• 2. 5 m) with average leakage distribution ( i.e.' ceiling and floor leak
age areas together are equal to the wall leakage area). By reference sur
roundings we mean ·rural or open sub-urban areas with low buildings and 
tr~es and ''souie obstructions within two house heights. 

·, 

It is useful at this point to introduce the term specific infiltration, 
which is the' infiltration divided by the effective leakage area. To obtain 
numerical values of convenient size, the units used for infiltration are 
m3/hr while those for effective leakage area are cm2. (A strict SI formal
ism would requiie the infiltration to be in m3/s the leakage area to be in 
square met~rs and the specific infiltration to be in meters per second; to 

.• obtain sp~c.ific infiltration in SI units, divide our specific infiltration 
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by • 36.) 

If auditors know the value of the specific infiltration .for a reference 
house for that location, they need only multiply the specific infiltration 
by the measured effective leakage area to find the predicted infiltration. 
We have calculated monthly values of specific. infiltration for the refer
ence house in reference sur~oundings for 59 cities, using weather tapes for 
Test Reference Years (TRY-tapes). Table l shows seasonal averages 
(November through March) of wind and stack components as well as total 
specific infiltration. 

TABLE 1: HEATING SEASON SPECIFIC INFILTRATION IN 59 U.S. CITIES 
. (m3/hr/cm2) 

-
Qstack Qwind Qstack Qwind 

City ~ City ~ L L L L 

' Albany .21 .23 • 31 Medford .18 .10 .21 
Albuquerque .18 .17 .24 Memphis_ .15 .21 .26 
Amarillo .17 .30 I • 35 Miami . .oo .20 .20 
Atlanta .15 .22 .26 Minneapolis .23 .23 .32 
Bismarck .24 .23 • 33 Nashville .16 .22 .27 
Boise .19 .20 .27 New Orleans .12 .22 .25 
Boston .19 . • 32 .37 New York .11 .27 .32 
Brownsville .OS .26 .27 Norfolk .15 .26 .31 
Buffalo .20 .29 .35 Oklahoma Ci. .17 • 32 .36 
Burlington .21 .22 .31 Omaha .20 .23 .31 
Charleston . 13 .21 .25 Philadelphia .18 .26 .32 
Cheyenne .20 .29 • 35 Phoenix .12 .10 .16 
Chicago • 19 .22 .29 Pittsburgh 

. 
.19 .19 .27 

C i.nc i nnat i .18 .20 .27 Raleigh .16 .21 .26 
Cleveland .20 .25 • 32 Richmond .18 .19 .26 
Columbia .18 .22 .29 Sacramento .16 .14 .21 
Detroit .20 .26 .33 Salt Lake C. .20 .18 .27 
Dodge City .19 .29 .35 San Antonio .12 .21 .25 
El Paso .15 .19 .24 San Diego .11 .15 .19 
Fort Worth .14 .25 .29 s . Francisco .14 .19 .24 
Fresno . 14 .12 .19 Seattle .17 .22 .28 
Great Falls .21 . 36 .42 St . Louis .19 .24 .30 
Houston • 12 . 25 .27 Tampa .06 .21 .21 
Ind ianapo-1 .19 .24 • 31 Tulsa .16 .24 .29 
Kansas City .19 .23 • 30 Washing . DC .17 .17 .24 
La!<e Charles . 12 .21 .24 Jacksonvil_le .10 .20 • 23 

· Los Angeles .11 .17 .20 Jackson MS .. 14 .22 .26 
Louisville .18 , .23 .29 Portland ME .21 .19 .28 
Lubbock .16 .30 • 34 Portland OR .17 .23 .29 
Madison .21 .21 . 30 

It is interesting to note that the variation in infiltration per-unit
leakage area across the U.S. is relatively small for this reference case. 
Fifty percent of the specific infiltration values for the stack and wind 
components are within + 154 [0.025] of the median values of 0.17 and 0.22 
[m3/h.r/cm.2J_, respect.iv-;ly. The total specific infiltration displays a 
similar . stabili~y acrqss the U.S. Fifty percent of the values are within+·-. . . : . 
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11% [0.03] of the median value of 0.28 [m3/hr/cm2}. See Figure 1 for a plot 
of the total specific infiltration for the reference house. 

Figure 1. Contours of specific infiltration for the reference_house during 
the heating season from 59 U.S. cities. (m3/hr/cm2) 

Although field measurement.s of infiltr~tion rates show ~ignificant 
variation from one house to another and one day to another, Table 1 shows 
comparatively little variation of average specific infiltration across the 
country. The apparent contradiction is resolved when we consider that all 
of our infiltration figures are expressed per-unit;-leakage area, actual 
houses have leakage a-reas varying by a factor of three or more; we used a 
reference house situated in reference surroundings for all calculations and 
most infiltration measurements are short term averages reflecting the 
variability of weather - while our calculation is for an entire heating 
season. 

4.1 Corrections for Non-reference Cases 

We have so far explained how to calculate the infiltration for the 
reference house. Few houses, however, meet our def in it ion of the refer-
ence; accordingly, we must correct the reference results for actual struc
tural parameters·- The parameters that are used to correct the specific 
infiltration are the height of the structure, the fraction of leakage that 
is in the. floor and ceiling, and the terrain and shielding classes of the 
environment. A more detailed description of the correct ion procedure is 
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given in the references[8], and will not be presented here. 

4.2 Example Calculation 

In 0-rder ta demonstrate how easily ·the infiltration model can be 
applied in fGr a specific house, we will work through one example hottSe in 
Philade l phia, Pa. Referr ing again to Table 1, we see that the specific 
stack and wind- infiltration for Philadelphia is 0 .18 and o. 26 m3 /hr/cm2 , 
respectively. If the structure under consideration matched t.he cxi-terion 
for the reference house we could simp-ly combine these two number to get the 
tot.al specific infiltration. (i.e. the total specific infiltration would be 
0.32 m3/hr/cm2 ). The corrections to the s ~ack and wind infiltration can 
be made gr~phically using Figure 2, which was reproduced from.ref. (8). 
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Figure 2. A graphical means to carrect specific stack and wind infiltration 
for· non•reference conditions with specific example. 

If we assume our example house is 2.Sm hight has 90% of the leakage in 
the floor and ceiling, and in terrain and shielding class IV we can follow 
the dashed 1 ine on the left side of Figure 2 from 0. 25 . m3 /hr/ cm2 (the 
reference specific stack infiltration) to 0. 083 m3 /hr/ cm2 (the corrected 
specific stack infiltration). In a similar mannert we can follGw the right 
hand dashed line to correct the specific stack infil tr at ion fr.om 0 .18 
m3/hr/cm2 to 0.215 m3/hr/cm2 . Combining the two corrected specific infil
tration values yields a combined specific infiltratio-n of 0. 23 m3 /hr/ cm2 , 
which is 28% lower than the specific infiltration for the reference house. 
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5 DISCUSSION· 

This model represents a useful tool for standardizing the leakiness of 
residences in many ways. For example, one could requir.e that in each loc.a
tion the leakage area of a new house be no more than that leakage area 
which would give the reference house some arbitrary air change rate Ce .g. 
0.5 ach). This requirement places a maximum limit- on the ratio of leakage 
area to the volume of the structure; that ratio, however, will vary from 
region to region depending on .the weather conditions. Another possible 
form for a standard would be to mandate a maximum infiltration-related 
energy load over the heating season. Thus, for this hypothetical standard, 
there would be a maximum seasonal infiltration allowed for each climate, 
depending on the outside temperature. 

The former standard would be more advantageous towards large structures 
(because of their larger surface to volume ratio) and the latter would be 
more advantageous towards smaller structures. Furthermore, because the 
latter standard is not normalized by any structural parameter, it can be 
more easily calculated. Accordingly, Figure 3 shows the maximum infiltra
tion .allowed assuming a 15 gigajuole yearly average infiltration load . 

Figure 3. Contaw:.s of maximum allowable infiltration for the reference 
. house in 59 U.S. cities assuming a 15 GJ infilt-ration budget. 

(m3/hr) 

The specification of a maximum allowable infiltration for energy con
servation purposes is not a new concept; but, until now there has been no 
way to demonstrate that a_ particular structure meets any given infiltration 

· st . .andard. However, by using the infiltration model we can convert a sta~
d..ard based on ei;iergy or . infiltration (the target quantity) into a standard 
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for leakage area (the quantity). Specifically, we can calculate a maximum: 
allowable leakage area, maximum allowable infiltration and the specific 
infiltration from the infiltration model. Figure 4 shows the maximum leak
age area allowed assuming, again, a 15 GJ infiltration load, by dividing 
the maximum allowed infiltration by the specific infiltration. 

Figure 4. Maximum leakage area allowed for 15 GJ load due to heating season 
infiltration for 59 U.S. cities. Ccm2) 

we hope to have demonstrated how an infiltration standarc! could be 
based on a target infiltration. The only measurement that must be made 
directly .on the structure is the leakage area measurement; _,.;h~ target 
infiltration is obtained by correc..ting the reference value of specific 
inf iltratiOn for the nearest city from our infiltration model, and multi
plying it by the measured leakage area. 
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